Corrigendum

Tender enquiry no 24/Urology/200 W Thulium/518/2019-Rish(Admn)

Date: 11/09/2019

In reference to Pre Bid meeting date 27-08-2019 of Tender documents for procurement of 200W Thulium Surgical Laser for Urology AIIMS Rishikesh, Tender Office, following modification for tender enquiry no 24/Urology/200 W Thulium/518/2019-Rish(Admn) has been made from the Department.

**Point Sr. No. 2**

For: - Maximum output of Thulium Laser should be: 200W  
**Read As:** - Maximum output of Thulium Laser should be: 200W & to be covered under warranty & CMC

**Point Sr. No. 3**

For: - Mode of Operation in Laser: Continuous & Pulse and Burst Mode  
**Read As:** - Mode of Operation in Laser: Continuous & Pulse Mode

**Point Sr. No. 7**

For: - Fiber Holding stand with adjustable position  
**Read As:** - This point should be deleted.

**Point Sr. No. 10**

For: - Software upgradation facility should be there  
**Read As:** - This point should be deleted.

**Point Sr. No. 19.**

For: - Thulium laser should be operated with minimum of 1 W with 200 um laser fiber.  
**Read As:** - Thulium laser should be operated with minimum of 5 W with 200/270 um micron fiber.

**Point Sr. No. 22**

For: - Repetition frequency in pulse mode: 0.2 to 200 Hz.  
**Read As:** - This point should be deleted.

**Point Sr. No. 24**

For: - The machine should be supplied with compatible complete morcellator with morcelloscope  
**Read As:** - The machine should be supplied with compatible complete morcellator with morcelloscope of repute make.
**Point Sr. No. 25**

For: -

F. Laser Ribres 600um – 10 Nos.

G. Laser Ribres 200 um – 5 Nos. for upper tract pathologies

**Read As:** -

F. Laser Fibres 550/600um – 30 Nos.

G. Laser Fibres 200/272um um – 20 Nos. for upper tract pathologies

H. Laser Fibres 365/400um – 10 Nos.

**Point Sr. No. 28**

For: -

At least 3 maintenance visit to be made by service engineer per year in warranty period. This is apart from the repair / breakdown call.

**Read As:** -

At least 4 maintenance visit to be made by service engineer per year in warranty period. This is apart from the repair / breakdown call.

**Point Sr. No. 32**

For: -

Backup in case of offsite repair of equipment.

**Read As:** - Backup equipment in case of any damage including physical failure of equipment to be provided within 24 hrs from mail receiving time.

**Addendum**

**Point Sr. No. 33**

For: -

Point to be added

**Read As:** -

1. Service Manual to be provided with machine.

2. Following items from reputed company should be added: -

- Laser Resectoscope – 1 Set
- Laser Cystoscope – 1 Set
- 30 degree Telescope – 2 Nos.

**Point Sr. No. 34**

For: -

Point to be added

**Read As:** -

5 Year warranty & CMC & CMC for 6th to 10th year.